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EMBEDDED ARTISTIC RESEARCH
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- Waag Society Amsterdam - maker culture DIY
- West Den Haag - my bed (embedded) contemporary art
Who am I and how do I do?

Artistic practice
In my artistic research practice I complicate the artistic subject: the "I" who speaks, writes, and makes. I do this through the making of spoken word performances, in which I make explicit the entanglement of "inside" and "outside": between I and the artwork or the artwork and its conditions, for example. One of the methods I use to do this is explicitly opening up the working process to the context and conditions of working, thereby letting those co-author the work.

Critical making
In the case of this research the context I'm positioned in is multifaceted. Two questions that are foregrounded by the research on critical making apply to my practice the strongest: what does criticality mean in a structure in which inside and outside, autonomy and embeddedness are entangled? And the question emphasised by West: what position does art hold in the framework or critical making?

Research Who am I and how do I do?

Institutionalisation and criticality
Through the lens of my practice the notion of criticality relates to institutional critique. In my conceptualisation of the notion of "institutionalisation" I have been influenced by the agential realist philosophy of Karen Barad. She writes about appurtenances, which she describes as "material-discursive practices through which (or tic and semantic) boundaries are constituted". According to Barad, distinctions or boundaries like human/nonhuman, object/subject are never already in place but constantly created and affirmed by these boundary-producing practices, which include habit and power. I think this (re)installation of boundaries could be described by the term "institutionalisation", in the sense that institutions are shaped by repetition, habit and power. Barad emphasises that boundaries are never permanent, and always negotiable. I see the "renegotiation" of boundaries as a description for critique. I want to look into how Barad's notion of apparatus and boundaries can be applied towards a contemporary institutional critique. The words critical and making together propose forms of critique which aren't rooted in notions of inside/outside, and depart from proximity rather than distance. What is a position of criticality in relation to codependency, conditionality, institutions, politics and life?

The weird and uncanny
I am interested in the entanglement between the inside and the outside, not through rejection of these categories but by turning them inside out, pointing out the zone where they become indistinguishable. It is in this uncertainty of boundaries where the weird or uncanny is situated. "It is the between which is tainted with strangeness." - Hélène Cixous in her essay on das Unheimliche. While institutions are places where boundaries are being produced (a convergence of art-apparatuses), artworks have the possibility to undo them. As Thomas Schestag describes poets in his essay Poiein: "They undo their bonds with language, undoing language, the language of men, language in general. They don't belong, neither to mankind nor to themselves. Poets are not poets. And a poem never coincides with what is called a poem." I wonder how notions of the weird and the uncanny can help in defining the critical potential of the artwork and the artistic position in my practice.

Methodology
A characteristic quality of critical making practices is the crossing of "critical distance". Critical making does not take place in the realm of metaphors, but on the level of intervention: the work is done on a 1:1 scale. The general working field of my practice is the presentation of self (Pia Louwerens) in an institutional context. These are already (non-spectacular) events. Methods that I use to intervene and experiment are those of narrative and performance, which are always already in play. To research institutional boundaries and the uncanny I will work explicitly through my function as a junior embedded artistic researcher, within the research project Bridging art, design and technology through critical making. The term "embedded artistic researcher" already
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en object, synchroniseer naar de lessen die waren gemaakt te beschouw.

Dit doe ik door middel van narrative en performative methods.

In dit geval is de context waar ik mee verstrikt gedaan heb, zelfstandig, maar twee vragen komen het meest naar voren: wat is criticality in deze structuur, en waarom binnen en buiten, autonomie en embeddedness met elkaar verwerven zijn?

En welke rol speelt "kunst" hierin?

En vanuit west kwam de
MANIFESTO

Artist Placement Group, now known as Organisation and Imagination (O+I) (Manifesto, 1980) O+I today operates on these following essential axioms:

1. The context is half the work.

2. The function of medium in art is determined not so much by that factual object, as by the process and the levels of attention to which the work aims.

3. That the proper contribution of art to society is art.

4. That the status of artists within organizations must necessarily be in line with other professional persons, engaged within the organization.

5. That the status of the artist within organizations is independent, bound by the invitation, rather than by any instruction from authority within the organization, and to the long-term objectives of the whole of society.

6. That, for optimum results, the position of the artist within an organization (in the initial stages at least) should facilitate a form of cross-referencing between departments. Negotiations are contingent upon both participants having this understanding and a mutual confidence. O & I requires intelligence and strength in art and a reciprocal response from within the organisation.
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Thurs Feb 14th 18h–2230 Gala Dinner ‘The shares; A meal’ Arts Mansion, BS41 9BS
Hosted by The Viriconium Palace, ‘The Shares’ is a curated combination of play, drawing forms, art and designed tableware. With MC Polar Produce & Dinner Speakers:
- The Viriconium Palace – Housekeeping
- Cube Cinema Ltd – Welcome/Raffle
- Port O’Bristol – Made by Rebels, Shipped by Pirates, Drunk by Heroes
- Centre for Plausible Economies – Radical Ideas are so much easier than opening a bank account.
- IRATIONAL.ORG – Subterranean Homesick Blues
- BuCH/CUPS (Creative University Professional Services) – Any Old Admister
- The School for Organizing – The School for Organizing
- PlumbMaid – Dead Legs
- The Incidental Unit – New Professional Functions for the Incidental People
- AOB.

Fri Feb 15th: 0930–1700 Convention, Arts Mansion. See overleaf for Convention Program.

With:
- Cube Tours
- Ingrid Vranken / FoAM – My apologies for the late reply
- Richard Youngs – Songform as Time and Motion
- Cube Cinema – Nail Bar
- Cube Workforce – DJs
- Pia Louwerens – Sound Check

Sat Feb 16th: 1000–1200 Self-networking Breakfast.
Be your own guest. Suggested breakfast locations in Cube.

Sat Feb 16th: 1100–2100 Professional Development Bonanza!

1100–1300 Drawing Exchange. This is What Administration Looks Like
A social drawing drift along Stokes Croft to observe daily activities and spaces. Time to draw attention to the relics and the future. Ends Cube in a show of works for exchange and bartering. Dress warm, bring drawing tools.

1200–1500 Trade Show (Centre for Plausible Economies and Coverlet)
Group exhibition as collaborative effort to reclaim trade and money as a utilitarian tool not an aristocratic art. Portraits for Gifts, Services and Favours, Businesses, Credit, Money. Coverset, Different Space, Drawing Exchange + Cube, Incidental Unit, Independents United, Keep It Complex, Rabbits Road Press, Starter Culture, TCFU, UWE Bristol, etc.

1230–1430 Radio/Teahouse (3 Stages of Succession)
The Radio/Teahouse is a social space, broadcast into the streets, where music, sound, art, poetry, stories, interviews, conversations are transmitted through informal and accidental conversation.

1530–1630 Art Sale (Different Space and Siena Barnes)
Money as the last administrative taboo. Witness a unique event in which we will slowly play down, bringing awareness and understanding to the complex, emotional, philosophical, moral and everyday ways of thinking about money, value and exchange. Money as an everyday taboo. Two artworks for sale by Siena Barnes, plus Babes 4 Trump (Indian ink on paper / 450 x 390 mm / 2019)
SienaBarnes.com

1645–1745 Business Experiment Raffle Draw

1800–1900 100 Ushers (Cube Cinema)
A Welcome Session in which the whole audience, including current Cube Workforce, new volunteers, and the Cube ushers. Everyone then gets to see the film for free.

1900 Feature Film – Sorry to Bother You (Tribeca Film 2018)
The audacious, deliriously inventive debut feature film from writer/director Boots Riley. Box Office Mojo labels it a ‘Sci-Fi Comedy’, one where the “boundaries of the possible are constantly blurred.”

www.cubemovie.net
PERSUASIVE MEDIA STUDIO
The Persuasive Media Studio hosts a brilliant community of over 100 artists, creative companies, technologists, and academics exploring experience design and creative technology. It is a collaboration between Waterhouse, University of Bristol, and UWE Bristol. Our projects can be cultural or commercial, and span play, robotics, location-based media, food, connected objects, interactive documentary and new forms of performance. We are based within Waterhouse on Bristol's historic dockside.

PIA LOUWERENENS
Embedded researcher in Dutch research project 'Bridging Art, Design and Technology through Critical Making'. As initiated by the Critical Making research consortium, this group aims to put the criticality back into making and the making back into criticality. It is specialised in making meetings and symposia, but interested in other ways of making as well, Critical Making!

PLUMBMAID
A plumbing & heating business run by Sovay Benkman. Sovay trained as a plumber to find a way to support herself and end years of precarious living on an unreliable and unrepresentative arts and education wage. PlumbMaid is based in Cornwall where Sovay continues her art practice which uses fantasy, narrative and landscape to question power structures and challenge personal limits. Mutual care and shared endeavour are at her, and PlumbMaid's, core.

POLAR PRODUCE
Polar Produce has been the collective monitor, organisational form, web domain name and positional viewpoint under which the artist and researcher Teresa Dillon has created a number of collaborative performances, installations, festivals and sound based works. First established in 1997 the name continues to be the holding space for Teresa's online portfolio of artistic projects and written works.

PORT ELIOT FESTIVAL
The original free ranging festival of ideas, which draws an unmatched collection of artists, musicians, writers, comedians, performers, thinkers and makers to one of the most beautiful corners of the country. It takes place in and around the ancient estate at St Germans, the ancestral home of the Eliot family, on south-east Cornwall's Rame Peninsula.

PORT O'BRISTOL
Port O' Bristol is an innovative wine company challenging and developing how wine is transported, packaged, and made. And what's left behind. We work with the artisans, and innovators of Portuguese wine making, shipping in barrel and bottle aboard engineered Sailing Ships, between Porto, Bristol, and beyond. Achieving zero carbon trading conditions and multi-using everything possible, forming 'Circles of Zero Waste'. Our aim is to establish our home City of Bristol as a pioneering hub of Salt Cargo trading, in and out of the heart of Bristol City harbour.

QUEEN MARY UNIVERSITY
Queen Mary, University of London is a recent addition to the Russell Group. It is based in one of the most deprived wards in the UK, in Tower Hamlets. Amit Rai works at the left leaning School of Business and Management, where he teaches in and convenes the Interdisciplinary MA in
Tehching Hsieh, preparing for our conversation
Thoughts & connections

Not separating the event from the mundane, life and art becoming parallel.
This synchronisation happens in my work as well but thought the relation of the work to its context. Time like putting a drop of water into the sea. My perception of time is more scrambled, which you can see in the way my work is shaped.
-> perception of time, bureaucracy, strong rules & limits.
We can talk about making rules and breaking rules.

Examples of works to discuss:
From I to We - excavating reality together, at home - moving together
The event - bleeding the edges of the event
Prospects & concepts - making things which are there but also not.

How do you feel about you performances now, as objects. Do they seem heavy to you? I'm always suspicious of works that are so whole, so big and strong.

Disappearing from the work: I use the word decentralisation. It has to go through me though, just like it has to go through you. Why do you think that is?

Relation to self-expression

Freedom of thinking, can you tell me something about that?
Foucault - not liberation but practice of freedom. I wonder how freedom of thinking relates to criticality.

How are you a visitor now? How to attend to a work of art?

Role of documentation. Thinking beforehand, deconstruct afterwards. I agree that by doing that you don't come into the present, but you bracket the work into timelessness. Did the documentations become a new object?

I should try to spread through or with my research, which is about this inside/outside position. Does he feel like he was inside or outside of art, and now?

I feel like by being an artist in this project I am expanding life to art (I'm already doing it! How to make the art catch up) and not an expanding until it's life-sized, like he.

"I tried to bring life and art together in time"

13 years of not presenting art, could you tell me something about that?
Beautiful shape of the negative, the outside and the not-outside.

I'm confused often with conceptual art, because I do understand the shape and the poetry, but I can't help but think about the borders and the membranes, the portals that excite me. Sometimes conceptual work can feel like such a wholesome rock. Is it so strong and whole for you, or more dispersed?
"Life is no free meal"
Individual artistic research projects
The project will include subprojects to be filled in by a PhD researcher (1 fte), two junior researchers (0.4 + 0.2 fte respectively) and an embedded researcher (0.5 fte), in compliance with the NWO subsidy regulations. For all these positions, there will be open calls for conducting artistic research on Critical Making. More specifically, these entail:

(2) Embedded research: Critical Making as a way of dealing with culturally disruptive technologies. Including fellowship position at Waag Society and Het Nieuwe Instituut—with associated artistic research at West Den Haag.

Applicants are asked to submit an independent research proposal for research on the cultural aspects of one particular contemporary, disruptive technology (which can be, for example, one of the following: algorithms, bioengineering, sharing economies and other new forms of value creation, open access, data analytics) within or between the fields of art, design, and digital culture. The research proposal needs to specify to which degree Critical Making is relevant to the applicant’s practice and research. The research does not need to be connected to obtaining a formal academic degree. Its deliverables can include, next to a written contribution to the book publication at the end of this NWO Smart Culture project, non-traditional formats such as installation, performance, creative writing or computer programming. The researcher will be embedded into the public programs of Het Nieuwe Instituut, Waag Society and/or West Den Haag.

Requirements:
- the embedded researcher has obtained a Bachelor degree in arts, design, technology, humanities or social sciences and has a high quality portfolio of creative work;
- the embedded researcher is familiar with basics of critical (cultural) theory and ready to further study this area.

Activities and deliverables:
- in the first year, the embedded researcher will realize and continuously document a creative project that addresses these issues;
- the embedded researcher will conduct a series of workshops with groups of Bachelor-level art, design and technology students that introduce and practically explore the concept of Critical Making to their work and discussion processes. These will be documented and analyzed in collaboration with the Junior researcher Visual Anthropology;
- in the second year, the embedded researcher will complete both this creative project and a visual and written project documentation;
- the project may be conducted as preparation of a PhD research project;
- the research will be presented at the two conferences organized by the overarching research project.
Subjectivity in Language

Pia Louwerens

Becoming / an embedded artistic researcher / From I to we / excavating reality together / at work

In this workshop, junior embedded artistic researcher Pia Louwerens will invite participants to join her practice and explore different positions and artistic subjectivities. We will take our time to become embedded together, with the help of some scores for writing and rewriting the moment itself. Becoming/embedded/From/excavating/at work will be an exercise in folding the background into the foreground, and the other way around. Staying with the entangled event has never been this personal, or this easy. No skills required.
Intro Pia Louwerens Junior Embedded Artistic Researcher. I am a performance artist.

Bojana Kunst - as-if and not yet / misty core
Projective temporality (deliver in the future what is imagined as the proposal), continuity of the present. Imagination is the condition of the institution. Institution is a condition enabling the simultaneity of performing the institution and resisting the very process of institutionalisation. Temporal deceleration, dwelling in the not-yet. Acting as if.

Critical Making as a performance practice. Embodiment, as-if,

Émile Benveniste - Subjectivity in Language
The moment when the discourse falls together with the subject “I”

Swear

While I swear is a pledge, he swears is a simply a description, on the same plane as he runs, he smokes. The same verb, according as it is assumed by a “subject” or is placed outside “person,” takes on a different value. This is a consequence of the fact that the instance of discourse that contains the verb establishes the act at the same time that it sets up the subject. Hence the act is performed by the instance of the utterance of its “name” (which is “swear”) at the same time that the subject is established by the instance of the utterance of its indicator (which is “I”).

I don’t have so much to tell yet, this being the beginning of my research.

Karen Barad - the Bohrian Cut. The repetition of boundaries being instituting

Apparatuses: Material-discursive practices through which boundaries are constituted.

The enactment of boundaries through power and repetition is an instituting practice, in the sense that institutions are points of habits and power in which boundaries are produced and to a certain extent solidified. This is not as negative as it sounds, since this is effectively how this get a shape and meaning, but these boundaries should always be up for negotiation. I see this negotiation as criticality.

Symposium about Making

Refusing to decide on the cut already, to make the research as an object and me as a subject
Procrastination as a strategy
Not making, making hesitantly, delaying the making, with many breaks
Procrastination spiral, procrastination as a strategy. 1. Awareness 2. Exploring and experimenting 3. Committing and executing 4. etc.

Too nervous now, other blackout experiences, Paul

Instituting-decentralization

Anders M. Gullestad - combines the notion of parasite as used by J.L. Austin w/ minor literature from Deleuze.

The Deleuze, minor literature is therefore not external, but internal to a major language, yet at the same time ‘foreign’ to it.

‘a foreign language cannot be hollowed out in one language without language as a whole in turn being toppled or pushed to a limit, to an outside or reverse side that consists of Visions and Auditions that no longer belong to any language. These visions... are not outside language, but the outside of language.’

A hollowing out from within.

Parasites are both a part and not a part of the host’s body, neither entirely self nor non-self.
Embedded artistic researcher

I must say that it is very strange to be employed as an artist.

Freud: Uncanny
Cixous: Unheimlichkeit points to the gap in the narrative, the interstices.
Fisher: Crossing of ontological planes is where the weird happens, the crossing of boundaries from the one "reality" (of the book) to the other (of the reader).
Morton: Möbius loop, where you start on one side and end up on the other

Homelessness, Tehching Hsieh

Losing stuff
I'm so full of thoughts, but not really thoughts about work, I'm so in love, I keep losing things and have almost nothing left, glasses electrical toothbrush bag pyjama pieces of my teeth where are you? And I have been neglecting Donna and Karen, my new friend Frederike and also my love Florentine. The other day I had a dream that the horizon was all slanted, and a boat kept racing back and forth to my left, causing me to panic. You comforted me and explained to me that I could just choose to look away. Love from fast fast slow Brussels.

Could have been: My practice of hollowing out the event, strategies to escape. I was thinking about repeating the same content over and over again. (Lisa Robertson?) I think it's called baroque but I haven't had time to look that up.

In my work I use many of these techniques that may cause you to see double. I use overlay storylines for example, in which there is another possibility that might have happened - an artwork right there, that I might have made. Also the combination of acting and confession might cause you to see double, where the acting of a script makes me artificial, but the element of confession might cause you to see double, where the acting of a script makes me artificial, but the element of confession brings it back to "actually just me".

For now I decided to just talk about what's real, you know?

Radmin convention, soundcheck performance that nobody knows about

Critical Making as an intervention into the material itself. No meta-level.

Irit Rogoff - Looking away

I practice what Irit Rogoff calls "looking away". Katinka, we spoke about it in the car yesterday. etc.

Sarah Ahmed - Queer Phenomenology - great book!
Queer does not have a relation of exteriority to that with which it comes into contact.

I made a workshop last year while reading this book from Sarah Ahmed, or actually I read it just after but it was about it anyway. I did a scripted performance which sounded completely naturalistic, and after this we would hang out in my house, and I would invite the group to help me do my research with the help from some scores. So they had the option to become a parasite of my practice, while I would cook for them. I would like to invite you all to the workshop tomorrow and help me in my research.
To do:

- Write scores
- Freewrite text for performance
- Collect materials that inform situation
- Feel different attitudes, subjectivities
- Think about position parasite
- Reread script for making work From I→We

Hardcore

- Type script & dance
- Think about what to do while participants go work/Smaller H.

Read:

- Reread feedback BG
- Read text parasite/language
- Look up people mentioned in feedback
- Reread Bogdan or Irit or Karen or Kevine

Breaks:

- Nothing → Duslings
- Suddenly
- YY belle
- Now petit rien
- Quick gone

Rhythm:

- Piddle & taste, feel if I can handle it
- Work for 20 min. look at the result
- Take a break 5 min.
- 20 min
- 5 min
- 20 min
- 15 min Break
- And then after this time I can take a 2h. break.

Light

- Reread feedback BG
- Read text parasite/language
- Look up people mentioned in feedback
- Reread Bogdan or Irit or Karen or Kevine

Other:

- Affordable Seth
- ‘Art & John images’ volgende week
- Find nasty cake text & adaptor

A difficult process of giving change to the present — visible between the repetition of the past and imagination of the future.

The institution could never be understood as an achievement, but it is a complex rhythmical loop between acting as if and imagining of what is not-yet...
Isn't It About Time?

How to stop putting things off...

...and get on with your life

Andrea Perry
Setting: living room - au naturel, nothing is particularly cleaned. There are no extra chairs (aside from two folded chairs in the hallway. The house, usually inhabited by just two people, feels very full with more. The coat rack in the small vestibule is empty, ready for everyone to dispose of their coats and bags. They don't need to bring anything - shoes are optional. Katinka and I make everybody coffee. I'm dressed like I would at home: in pink satin pyjama pants, a big blouse, socks, and no shoes. The table is full with print-outs of this script, old scripts and, some working materials (clay, coloured pencils, paper), ingredients for boerenkool (boerenkool, potatoes), and a computer behind which Katinka is sat. Katinka types the script with me, adding or changing things when I stray from the script. The door to my bedroom is open, the door to Katinka's bedroom is closed. Katinka is invited to intervene whenever she wants.

Around 15:45 - When people begin to enter, I turn on a record [Don Raphael and the Mexican Brass]. Free chitchat ensues. When it's finished one side in about 17 minutes I start the performance.

[Pia stands in the middle of the room and speaks]: Welcome to the house of Katinka and I. It's not very big, as you can see; Katinka's bedroom is over there, and mine over here, with a toilet to the left. That's the tour. To the right, there is a shower; you could say that the entire place is one big bathroom. That, over there, is the kitchen, and at the table here is where I usually eat, with a small desk in my bedroom where I base myself to work (usually Katinka and her computer occupy this one). So to start immediately: this afternoon will proceed in accordance with a script. The performance begins with my performance of a text that I have written. After this performance, I will cook boerenkool for you, the recipe of which may also be found in this script. While I cook, I would like to invite you to rewrite the script or write your own. To introduce you to my practice, I have attempted to translate it into a manual that you can follow - which itself you could also say is part of the script. While here you might change the past, the present, write the future, or simply do nothing at all.

Thank you for coming and having seen me and my practice. I don't usually perform at home, usually I work in the context of an exhibition or even an exhibition space. Sorry I'm very nervous. I live here, I used to and will. The house of the chameleon, I was calling it in my head. That's an interesting concept, don't you think? What does the house of the chameleon look like? The chameleon can decide how to define itself. There is a circle. But with all these subconscious influences going on, you could ask yourself whether the chameleon, in fact, has any voice left on the matter. It is so used to being green all the time, that it didn't stand a chance. I'm usually the chameleon in the exhibition space, it is fun to dress up like other artworks in text. It's a cheap trick, to refer to someone else's work, to use its energy like that. Some painter dude once called me a parasite, which is completely true. I don't have to make the space to use it, I feed off of energies that are already present: I need a host, I admit it. So of course this book [points at "Parasite" by Michel Serres] really fascinated me, [looks at Seen] which you recommended to me. We also have some parasites in the house, such as a mouse. The first time we saw it enter, Katinka and I were sitting on the couch and it just walked through the front door. Mice come out of their holes at night to walk all across the house - into my room, over my desk. One of them took a shit on the Trouble on Triton. We can't stop them, there are no barriers for mice. This particular mouse scares me, though. I'm not scared of mice in general, it's really just this one, perhaps because the house is so small. I imagine its little claws in my pants, its little mouse-weight on me. I feel its presence at night, and I feel frustrated that I don't know when it will show up again. Katinka, we still need to send a message to the landlady. She is very odd, her husband too.
MEER WEEGFEVER

A story about love, entanglement and dreams coming true.

Linda Zomers

42 Wiggersen

Pia Meets Pia
You invite me to share your i position, but I'm not sure if that means that we share one i or merge into one i. Though the idea of stretching the authorship of your work into a multiplicity is triggering my enthusiasm.

They are right to be bold because they are more or less alone among a crowd of Parachute Chasers. The parasite is a number. How a very few people make it is the miracle. How a very few people make it is the miracle, and is the miracle.

I am some Ink Filled Paper. The Pen is held by the Library. But is it really a Library? What is a Library? I see Books. How can I see Books if I am Ink? Do I have Eyes if I am Ink? Ink does not fear death, but ink helps tell People not to fear death, or ink tells People to fear death. There is no death only Ink. I briefly connect again to this I (or i) (I prefer to write "i" as a non-capitalized word. Actually, there is there a story behind the capitalization of "i"?) [End of loopy moment, I find this now to you?]

I am having trouble with my pronouns. When writing myself my notebook, I make a comment on what I had written. I said to me "She goes back to the workshop here." Why do I call myself by a third-person pronoun when talking to myself about myself?
'De uiers van de samenleving.'
CHRIS KRAUS
NATASHA SOOBRAMANIAN

BOZAR
Recently we've been studying with online groups to learn how collective care forms digital boundaries. The groups we've been listening to are:

Canaries
120+ femme and non-gender conforming artists with chronic auto-immune illnesses that support each others' healing and, as a collective art practice, focus on communal care.

Hematopoietic (sic) Stem Cell Transplant (HSCT) closed
Facebook groups
11,000+ people with multiple sclerosis and other auto-immune diseases supporting each other in internationally seeking a treatment with limited accessibility.

Open Artificial Pancreas System (OpenAPS)
450+ people with type 1 diabetes that are hacking medical devices to design their own automated treatment outside of FDA regulatory jurisdiction.

All of these groups operate autonomously and develop organically - supported by digital technologies which allow them to share information and keep in contact online. They receive no funding and run on volunteer labor. For the most part, they started in and are primarily based in the US. They all identify with chronic auto-immune conditions, a tiny sliver of all chronic illness. Together they suggest an extreme variety of reparative acts of care, communication, and biodata surveillance. But, to our knowledge, the three groups have never been in dialogue with each other.

Here we’ve assembled some interview clips from separate conversations, intermingled to create a kind of atmosphere of what collective care online might be. There are three voices: Jesse from Canaries, Barb from HSCT, and Dana from OpenAPS. They were each interviewed separately at different times and are brought together here in fragments we strung together. We share this thread of disjointed thoughts with the understanding that vulnerability is the condition of having a body, indiscrete bodies: incorporated in clouds and wearables. We share these words with the assertion that there is agency in dependency (to quote Taranah Fazel) and it is revealed with deep listening. As you read along we suggest that you take a moment to listen to the space you are in, including your body and consider these words: “listen through your skin” — Laura Oriol (via Skype)

“listen to the sound through one another’s skin” — Fred Moten from “hand up to your ear,” The little edges

“Hearing as a way of touching distance, distance as a way of listening closely.”
“Practice of listening: Your listening is heard.” — Side Room pamphlet #10

“Learning to listen is the intentional task of solidarity; listening in tension.”
— Ultra Red, Five Protocols for Organized Listening

DATA
FEELS
apart
#1 p2
Draaiboek

Techniek

- Alphabetum
  Bar is open tijdens aankomst bezoekers en tijdens de pauze.
  Het nagesprek kan ook in het Alphabetum gebeuren, afhankelijk van de
  hoeveelheid bezoekers. Er hoeft niet per se een vaste opstelling met
  stoelen en tafels worden voorbereid in het Alphabetum, kan ter plekke
  geïmproviseerd worden.

- Auditorium
  Minimum twee microfoons aanwezig. Bereikbaar vooraan in de ruimte,
  maar flexibel (kan mee bewogen worden).
  Projectie. Bestand Karisa wordt tijdig doorgestuurd. Emilie heeft haar
  bestand op haar computer. Emilie gebruikt haar eigen computer
  voor haar presentatie. Die moet dus kunnen worden aangesloten met
  HDMI vooraan in de zaal.
  Stoelen en kussens voor publiek aanwezig in Auditorium. Kleine tafel en
  een stoel voor Emilie. Emilie kan op het podium of iets dichter
  in de zaal.

- Materiaal in Alphabetum
  Poster van Rile* (?)
  Na performance Pia - eigen boeken op tafel, na presentatie zine - zines
  op tafel.

Programma

17h
Émilie komt aan in West. Testen techniek / computeraansluiting.

18h - 19h
Eten

19h
Inrichting auditorium met stoelen

19h40
Deuren open. Medewerker bij balie - wijst de weg. Bar is open.

20h00
Aankomst publiek in Alphabetum

20h10
Performance introductie Pia + 20min
  Rondleiding _ Alphabetum, bar, bureau -> auditorium + microfoon
FOLDS
REPARATIVE READING OF THE EVENT

Pia Louwerens i.s.m. Sven Dehens.

Thursday 11.07.2019 > 20:00 - 23:00

‘Folds: Reparative reading of the event’ is a performative event hosted by Pia Louwerens and co-hosted by Sven Dehens, with Émilie Noteris. It is the first in a series of ‘Folds’: experimental evenings in which we experience how we as participant, observer, artist and institution co-create (art) events. The ‘Folds’ are shaped using methods of narrative and performance, seeing double, permeability, collaboration, appropriation, superpositioning and, as the title suggests, folding.

In ‘Folds: Reparative reading of the event’ the practice of Sven Dehens will be joint together with Louwerens’ artistic research into the Alphabetum and auditorium at West. The event proposes a programme around the notion of ‘reparative reading’. This notion stems from scholar Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, who proposed the concept in the 90’s as a critique of what she called ‘paranoid reading’: the methodological centrality of suspicion and paranoia in critical practice. ‘Reparative reading’, on the other hand, is a mode of critique that works from assemblage, construction and queer joy.

This event will be accompanied by Émilie Noteris. She will present her book ‘La Fiction Réparatrice’, providing us with strategies to reparatively read the event together. The auditorium will screen Data Feels (2019), a short video by Karisa Senavitis, on webs of care and ghostpipe (an unusual plant studied for medicinal properties). From the library to the bookshop, from the cinema to the auditorium, this ‘reparative reading of the event’ will fold points which are close but also far away together to create different, hybrid constellations.

‘Embedded artistic researcher’* Pia Louwerens uses her strange function description as a starting point for research. What does it mean for an artist and her practice to be embedded into an institution? To be embedded suggests a position of extreme proximity and intimacy. How to be a critical researcher from this insider position, rather than one of reflective distance towards an outside object? Attempting to see difference without distance, Louwerens is interested in the entanglement between the inside and the outside, pointing out the moments where they become weirdly indistinguishable.

Pia Louwerens studied fine arts at the Royal Academy in The Hague from 2008-2012. After five years of practice she participated in a post-master in Brussels called a.pass, during which she started to understand her practice as artistic research. Louwerens works through narrative and performance. Essential to her practice are the synchronization of words and action (performative utterings), and the uncanny role of the script in this regard.

Sven Dehens (1990) is an artist and curator based in Brussels. He is currently involved with Kunsthall Gent, Art Cinema OFFoff and recently started rite*, a bookshop and project space for publication and performance practices, together with Chloe Chignell. Together with Chloe he organizes ‘next to all those organs you love’, a series of reading-performance focussed events, among other formats. Over the summer of 2018 he co-organized ‘No More Erasers’, a summerschool on self-publishing and transcription with Roxane Maillet. He holds an MA in visual art (LUCA, Ghent) and was a participant to the a-pass artistic research program, which he concluded in 2018.

Karisa Senavitis is a researcher, writer and designer working at the intersection of culture and care. Co-founder of NYC design studio WWFG and member of the collective Knowledge Is a Does (KIAD), her recent work is about queer internet research protocols and collective practices for generating and redistributing health data. Senavitis was a resident at the Jan van Eyck Academie, received an MA in design research, writing and criticism from the School of Visual Arts and a BFA from Maryland Institute College of Art.

Hello everyone,
My name is Pia Louwerens, and I am hosting this event. My job is to give an introduction on where you are right now, the nature of this event and the things that brings us together here, now.

She picks up a handout of the event
The event is called Folds: reparative reading of the event, with Folds being the name of the series and Reparative reading of the event the name of the event. The Fold is the name of a very difficult-to-read book by Gilles Deleuze, with a very pretty cover which always makes me think of my friend Sven. Subtitle: Leibniz and the baroque. The experience of the Baroque entails that of the fold. Leibniz is the first great philosopher and mathematician of the pleat, of curves and twisting surfaces. The rethinks the phenomenon of “point of view,” of perspective. Included in the category of things folded are draperies, tresses, tessellated fabrics, ornate costumes; dermal surfaces of the body that unfold in the embryo and crease themselves at death; novels that invaginate their narratives or develop infinite possibilities of serial form; philosophies that resolve Cartesian distinctions of mind and body through physical means grasped as foldings; styles and iconographies of painting that hide shapely figures in ruffles and billows of fabric, or that lead the eye to confuse different orders of space and surface.

I should also tell you something about reparative reading. The term comes from Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, and is most well known from her essay You’re so paranoid, you probably think this essay is about you. Sedgwick proposes reparative reading as an alternative to paranoid reading, which is very dominant in theory. Paranoid reading is deconstruction, a suspicious reader, ready to catch the mistakes, prevent further harm from happening, outsmart everyone. Sedgwick writes in the field of queer studies, queer people being a population which have reason to be suspicious. She says however that paranoia is a limited form of knowledge, it knows some things well and others poorly. She has a nice list: Paranoia is anticipatory, it’s reflexive and mimetic, it’s a strong theory, it is a theory of negative affects, and it places its faith in exposure. As an alternative and addition to paranoia, Sedgwick proposes reparative reading: to assemble part-objects into something like a whole - though, I would emphasise, not necessarily like any preexisting whole.

She walks to the table and puts down her bag
I work as an embedded artistic researcher at West. And with work I mean to say that I am employed, I am under employment. I live in Brussels. I am an Embedded artistic researcher, a job that no-one exactly came up with but which is a result of protocol. Next to the term ‘Embedded artistic researcher’ is a little asterisk, and on the back it says the the research position of Pia Louwerens is part of the NWO funded project ‘Bridging Art, Design and Technology through critical making’ which is organised by the critical making research consortium. For more information, see www.criticalmaking.nl/. When discussing the critical making research consortium with my friend Sven from Brussels, he lended to me this

Takes Headless out of the bag and puts it on the table
Headless, a book by the author K.D. It’s a crime novel. It tells about a projetc of a Swedish conceptual art duo called Goldin+Senneby, who want to write a novel, combining the mystery of offshore finance - a company called Headless ltd. in The Bahamas - with French philosophy. In the book they hire a ghostwriter, who quickly becomes involved in the mystery itself.

Reads:
“So K.D. is a fictional author?” Pia adds. “But she works for Sovereign Trust, the offshore people? Don’t they object to her being a protagonist in the novel, as well as the fictional author?”

As you will notice, the organisation is not exactly headless but rather two-headed today.

Nods to Sven. Walks towards the bookcase.
It’s supposedly quite fun to write, let’s give it a try. I’m going to write about a performance, which happened in the library of West. We are in the Alphabetum at West, where the exhibition space
looks like a library or a bookshop and the books mimic artworks. There is an echo of this space in the office of Marie-José, who made a private book-exhibition for herself, just one shelf.

Most of my time in West I've spent here, a natural place to sit down with your computer and write, the prototypical creative worker. I've lost a lot of things since I started working for the critical making research consortium.

"I'm so full full of thoughts, but not really thoughts about work, I'm so in love, I keep losing things and have almost nothing left, glasses electrical toothbrush bag pyjama pieces of my teeth where are you? And I have been neglecting Donna and Karen, my new friend Frederike and also my love Florentine. The other day I had a dream that the horizon was all slanted, and a boat kept racing back and fort to my left, causing me to panic. You comforted me and explained to me that I could just choose to look away."

Walks back to the table and picks up Aliens & Anorexia

"By this time my whole body was made of glass. I was dying of exposure, couldn't bring myself to check my empty message-box, smile at Gordon Laird, sit in one more restaurant or cafe alone. I bought a box of crackers and a piece of feta cheese and spent the whole day reading. The radiator purred. A single splotch of sunlight outside the Mansard window moved across the attic walls."

Starts unpacking backpack at the table, a large amount of books come out.

I lead a workshop here, during the making matters, the critical making symposium. As the participants noted I performed a script about home at work. I went to the table and started to unpack all the materials I currently use for my research. I read parts of a former script, about being a parasite, then I invited them to become a parasite in my practice, to become me and read my books, write in my notebooks, while I would make coffee at this bar.

Reads a random text

"Parasites are both a part and not a part of the host's body, neither entirely self nor non-self."

I was very bad at making cappuccino's. The group quickly became a small community, of which I was not necessarily part. Being at the bar, I missed most of the performance. Two persons made a youtube-video called Pia meets Pia, A story about I, we, entanglement and dreams coming true. It was filmed over there. Points to corner

They kept looking for clues in my work, they also left clues for me in my computer, which I am still figuring out. I don't know if it counts as paranoia when it feels like love and attention. When I told Sven about this performance he responded with a story about his bookshop that he started with his girlfriend, in his studio. The bookshop causes him to always be surrounded by his literature, but also working in a public space: people can ring to visit, he keeps business hours.

Walks back to the bar

Dear visitors, audience at Folds Reparative reading of the event, I am digressing, let's talk about why we are here, the event. We are here in this so-called apparatus, I made a draaiboek, a screenplay for tonight. We are now here. The question I want to pose is what happens when we are in it, so close that we cannot see the difference anymore, we cannot reflect, there is no time to separate yourself from the situation. What is a criticality from proximity? What is criticality right now?

Leans on the bar

Agential realism is this beautiful, dead-drop gorgeous philosophy. It's about waves on top of waves, sometimes cancelling each other out, sometimes enforcing each other. This is called diffraction.
Stands up straight again

I have some ideas about what diffraction might look like and this performance really isn't the best I can do, I want to ask you to leave your e-mail address on the form right here, so i can invite you to another edition. I was afraid there wouldn't be enough people, so last week I went to the slow reading club in Rotterdam, hoping to find so visitors for tonight. It was a bit of a desperate action, going back and forth from Rotterdam all the way from Brussels, and was fuelled by a deep anxiety, not just about the amount of visitors here.

There was this text about mimicry

Picks up booklet from reading club

"From whatever side one approaches things, the ultimate problem turns out in the final analysis to be that of distinction. Among distinctions, there is assuredly none more clear-cut than that between the organism and its surroundings."

We had these reading protocols, so for example we would read every line as printed in the book twice: I know where I am, but I do not feel as though I'm at the spot where I know where I am, but I do not feel as though I'm at the spot where I find myself etc. Space seems to be a devouring force. Space pursues them, encircles them, digests them in a gigantic phagocytosis. It ends by replacing them. Then the body separates itself from thought, the individual breaks the boundary of his skin and occupies the other side of his senses.

Paranoia seems to understand only by imitation - you have to think like a thief to catch one. It has a certain relationship to time: you can never be paranoid enough, and if something happened in the past it will happen in the future. She proposes to think from a queer time, one outside of the repetitive generational family line. This would allow us to imagine change, what might happen, but also what might have happened but didn't. What we can best learn from such practices are, perhaps, the many ways selves and communities succeed in extracting sustenance from the objects of a culture - even of a culture whose avowed desire has often been not to sustain them. Doesn't queer reading mean learning, among other things, that mistakes can be good rather than bad surprises?

Walks past the bookcases, touching it

What will happen when I become truly embedded? Sedgwick criticizes the binary opposition of inside/out, in relation to the epistemology of the closet. Refusing to reveal one's sexuality is in fact as much a performative act as revealing it, since "closetedness" itself is a performance initiated as such by the speech act of silence.

I tell my friend Lilia that I'm working on topology and proximity / Karen Barad at the moment, and she tells me to look up I was looking at Helen Keller as she experienced the world as undifferentiated thickness so maybe it's worth exploring non normative bodies of you're into topology. - Especially people who can't see. Vision is number one sense for cutting up the world.

Remembers the audience

I might have mentioned that I invited Sven Dehens to collaborate with me for this event. When thinking about this event I got obsessed with the doubling of living rooms, bookshops and cinema's that was going on. As a host I would like to take you to the auditorium now.

At the stage of the auditorium
I have an announcement to make about the proceedings of this evening. Émilie Noteris, writer of the book La Fiction réparatrice, is sick today and can't come. I will present her presentation as a substitute. But first I'm happy to present to you Sven Dehens, my friend from Brussels and, since three days: Airbnb superhost!

Sven comes up the stage, PJL leaves the performance.
Dear Pia,

Your idea is great and yes indeed it fits the reparative project.

I had not written everything because I wanted it to be more free but I can try to explain it better to you.

If you follow the pdf, first there is the extract from Scream Queens that presents an idea of feminism as sometimes represented seems to be some kind of girl power attacking men for their supremacist function.

It was a funny way to start the presentation but also explaining that the enemy of feminism as bell hooks said is not men but some version of feminism even if sexy is not the reparative one, as it intended to break men’s asses.

Then there are the two books that inspired my concept/practice

Eve KS and Tim Ingold

First the text of EKS with some quote explaining the difference between paranoid and reparative reading, and the fact that as she is the reparative concept further (she died of breasts cancer) I decided to take it and develop it.

I connect it to the kintsugi Japanese practice of repairing broken porcelain, that proposes a transcendence of the accident in one separated and united as the same time.

Meaning repairing binarisms that destroys our world: nature-culture gender-sex reality-fiction... and propose a way to think of or and more porosity as so many researchers in different fields are demonstrating today.

Then I talk about Tim Ingold’s Walking with dragoons with a quote that explains his way to propose to think about dragoons as a tool.

In his texts he recalls a story of medium age monks

One monk became crazy and thought he was followed by a dragon, he left the monastery walking in the snow and the way that save him was believing in the existence of the dragon as a manifestation of imagination and fear.

That is also visible in the children story used by Ingold to talk about imagination-reality dichotomy

Then comes the other extracts

Magnolia about masculinism and the pick-up artist played by Tom Cruise

Clique about fake feminism or liberal feminism only dealing with representation, % and avoiding to rethink the political system, do the character in the extract was inspired by Sheryl Sandberg of Facebook and her book Lean In.

And last is Arrival and the two different ways you can explain a same problem, the difference between tool and weapon.

Two explanation are possible the paranoid (alien wants us to destroy each others to get read at all) and the reparative (they try together to find a solution).
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